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Abstract—How to accurately predict unknown quality-of-service (QoS) data based on observed ones is a hot yet thorny issue in Web

service-related applications. Recently, a latent factor (LF) model has shown its efficiency in addressing this issue owing to its high

accuracy and scalability. An LF model can be improved by identifying user and service neighborhoods based on user and service

geographical information. However, such information can be difficult to acquire in most applications with the considerations of

information security, identity privacy, and commercial interests in a real system. Besides, the existing LF model-based QoS predictors

mostly ignore the reliability of given QoS data where noises commonly exist to cause accuracy loss. To address the above issues, this

paper proposes a data-characteristic-aware latent factor (DCALF) model to implement highly accurate QoS predictions, where ‘data-

characteristic-aware’ indicates that it can appropriately implement QoS prediction according to the characteristics of given QoS data.

Its main idea is two-fold: a) it detects the neighborhoods and noises of users and services based on the dense LFs extracted from the

original sparse QoS data, b) it incorporates a density peaks-based clustering method into its modeling process for achieving the

simultaneous detections of both neighborhoods and noises of QoS data. With such designs, it precisely represents the given QoS data

in spite of their sparsity, thereby achieving highly accurate predictions for unknown ones. Experimental results on two QoS datasets

generated by real-world Web services demonstrate that the proposed DCALF model outperforms state-of-the-art QoS predictors,

making it highly competitive in addressing the issue of Web service selection and recommendation.

Index Terms—Web Service, quality-of-service, QoS, latent factor analysis, density peak, data-characteristic-aware, missing data, big data,

topological neighborhood, noise data, service selection, data science

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WEB service is a software component used to exchange
data between two software systems over a network

[1], [2]. In the era of the World Wide Web, more and more
service providers serve their customers through Web

service, resulting in a rapid expansion of online services [3],
[4]. Unsurprisingly, among the huge number of Web serv-
ices, many of them provide similar functionality to users. In
such a context, how to select appropriate Web services from
a huge candidate set and recommend them to potential
users becomes a hot yet thorny issue [5], [6], [7].

Quality-of-Service (QoS), which describes Web services’
non-functional characteristics (e.g., response time and thro-
ughput) [8], [9], is recognized as an important criterion to
evaluate the quality of Web services with similar functional-
ity [1], [3], [10], [11]. With reliable QoS data, the optimal Web
services can be efficiently selected and recommended to
potential users. Warming-up test is often adopted to acquire
QoS data. However, it is expensive and time-consuming [5],
[12], [13]. As a result, generating predictions for unknown
QoS data based on historical ones becomes highly important
[12], [13], [14], [15], [16].

Collaborative filtering (CF) [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22],
[23], [24], [25] is one of the most popular and successful
approaches to QoS prediction [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [26],
[27], [28], [29], [30], [31]. A CF-based QoS predictor is com-
monly defined on a user-service QoS matrix [12], [13], [14],
[15], [16], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], where each column
denotes a specified service, each row denotes a specified
user, and each entry denotes an observed QoS record (e.g.,
response time and throughput) produced by a specified
user’s invoking on a specified service. Since the number of
services can be huge in a real system, it becomes impossible
for a user to invoke all provided services. As a result, such a
user-service QoS matrix is highly sparse with numerous
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missing entries. Hence, a CF-based QoS predictor works by
analyzing such a sparse user-service QoS matrix to predict
its missing data based on its observed ones.

Among various CF-based QoS predictors, a latent factor
(LF) model-based one is widely investigated and adopted
owing to its high scalability and accuracy [15], [16], [26],
[27], [28], [29], [31], [32], [33], [34]. Currently, state-of-the-art
QoS predictors are primarily based on an LF-based model
[15], [16], [26], [31]. They improve the base LF-based model
by identifying the neighborhoods of users and services on
the historical QoS records plus additional geographical
information. However, they suffer the following limitations:

(a) They mostly identify the neighborhoods based on
the common sets defined on the raw sparse user-ser-
vice QoS matrix, which can be inaccurate. For exam-
ple, Fig. 1 depicts that many observed QoS records
(red entries) are abandoned when finding the com-
mon sets among users, which makes target user u
and user b have no common QoS records. Hence,
although users u and b should be similar owing to
their similarity with user a in common, such similar-
ity cannot be correctly identified on the raw sparse
user-service QoS matrix.

(b) They directly adopt the given QoS data to implement
QoS predictionwithout the considerations of their reli-
ability. Unfortunately, noises (unreliable QoS data)
caused by invoking failures or accidents usually exist
[29], [35]. For example, the historical records of user c
shown in Fig. 1 are noises, which can greatly impair
the performance of a resultantmodel.

(c) They utilize additional geographical information to
identify the geographical neighborhoods of users
and services. However, geographical information
can be unavailable when considering identity pri-
vacy, information security, and commercial interest.
Besides, geographical neighborhoods can be influ-
enced by unexpected factors like information facili-
ties, routing policies, network throughput, and time
of invocation.

To address the above limitations, this paper proposes a
data-characteristic-aware latent factor (DCALF) model. It
has the following specific designs:

(a) It detects the neighborhoods and noises of QoS data
on the dense LFs extracted from the original sparse
QoS data,

(b) It incorporates a density peaks-based clustering
(DPClust) [36] method into its modeling process to
detect both neighborhoods and noises from QoS
data simultaneously, and

(c) It appropriately implements QoS prediction accord-
ing to the characteristics of QoS data.

With such the designs, a DCALF model precisely repre-
sents a sparse user-service QoSmatrix to achieve highly accu-
rate QoS prediction.Main contributions of thiswork include:

(a) A DCALF model that precisely identifies the neigh-
borhoods among users/services based on QoS data
only, as well as achieves highly accurate predictions
for unobserved QoS data;

(b) Algorithm design and analyses for a DCALF model;
and

(c) Detailed empirical studies conducted on two real
QoS datasets demonstrate that a DCALF model is
highly efficient in addressing the problem of QoS
prediction.

Note that a DCALF model is significantly different from
state-of-the-art QoS predictors in the following aspects:

(a) It detects unreliable QoS data hidden in given ones,
(b) It precisely models the user/service neighborhoods

based on QoS data only without any information
loss, and

(c) It is not limited by any additional information.
To the authors’ best knowledge, such efforts are never

encountered in any previous study.
Section 2 gives the preliminaries. Section 3 presents a

DCALF model. Section 4 provides experimental results and
analyses. Section 5 discusses related studies. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 concludes this paper.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Problem of a User-Dependent QoS Predictor

This section formally defines a user-dependent QoS predictor.
A small example is illustrated in Fig. S1 in the Supplementary
File of this paper, which can be found on the Computer Soci-
ety Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/tkde.2020.3014302. As shown in Fig. S1(a) available
online, five services (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5) are invoked by four users
(u1, u2, u3, u4) with the solid lines representing users’ observed
invocations on corresponding services. Such invocation his-
tory can be modeled into a user-service QoS matrix R as
shown in Fig. S1(b) available online. Note that each known
entry inR denotes theQoS record of a specific user-dependent
QoSmetric (e.g., response time) by a specific user on a specific
service, while the question marks indicate that the corre-
sponding user-service QoS records have not been observed
yet. Hence, a QoS predictor is essentially built on R’s known
data set to predict its unknown data as shown in Fig. S1(c)
available online, which can be defined as in [33], [34]:

Definition 1 Problem of a User-Dependent QoS Predic-
tor. Given a user set U and a service set S. A user-service QoS
matrix RjU j�jSj has its each element ru,s describe user u

0s ðu 2
UÞ historical QoS record of a specific user-dependent QoS met-
ric on service s ðs 2 SÞ. Let RK and RU respectively denote R’s
known and unknown entry sets. A user-dependent QoS predic-
tor aims to predict RU based on RK as precisely as possible.

With Definition 1 and inferences in Section 2.1, next we
explicitly define the problem of a user-dependent QoS pre-
dictor, which is the main concern of this study.

FIG. 1. Unreliable neighborhoods achieved on raw QoS data.
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2.2 An LF-Based QoS Predictor

An LF model is widely adopted to implement a user-depen-
dent QoS predictor owing to its high scalability and accu-
racy [15], [16], [26], [27], [28], [29], [31], [32], [33], [34]. Thus,
an LF-based QoS predictor can be defined as:

Definition 2 An LF-Based QoS Predictor. Given a user-ser-
vice QoS matrix RjU j�jSj and the LF dimension f, an LF model
builds LF matrices P jU j�f and Qf�jSj to achieve R’s rank-f
approximation R̂by minimizing the distance between R and
R̂on RK with R̂ ¼ PQ.

Note that P andQ are actually interpreted as the user and
item LF matrices, respectively. From Definition 2, we see
that an LF model works by minimizing a certain distance
between R and R̂on RK. With the commonly adopted
Euclidean euclidean distance, such a minimization objective
is formulated by [16], [17], [18]:

argmin
P; Q

"ðP; QÞ

¼ 1

2

X
ðu;sÞ2RK

ru;s � r̂u;s
� �2¼ 1

2

X
ðu;sÞ2RK

ru;s �
Xf
k¼1

pu;kqk;s

 !2

;

(1)

where pu,k and qk,s denote specific entries in P and Q, respec-
tively. According to prior research [16], [17], [37], it is
important to integrate regularization terms like an L2 norm-
based one into (1) to improve its generality:

argmin
P; Q

"ðP; QÞ

¼ 1

2

X
ðu;sÞ2RK

ru;s �
Xf
k¼1

pu;kqk;s

 !2

þ �

2

X
ðu;sÞ2RK

Xf
k¼1

p2u;k þ
Xf
k¼1

q2k;s

 !
;

(2)

where l is the regularization coefficient.
With Definition 2 and inferences in Section 2.2, we define

an LF-based QoS predictor and its benchmark learning
objective. In this study, we aim to address the problem of a
user-dependent QoS predictor via building an extended LF-
based QoS predictor.

2.3 A DPClust Algorithm

A DPClust algorithm characterizes its cluster centers accor-
ding to data density [36]. Given a dataset X ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ;
xGg, for each data point xi where i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Gg, its local
density ri is given by a kernel function like a cut-off or a
Gaussian kernel. With the former, ri is given as:

ri ¼
XN

j¼1;j6¼i
F di;j � dc
� �

; F tð Þ ¼ 1 t< 0
0; others

n
; (3)

where di,j is the distance between xi and xj; dc is the cutoff
constant, respectively. On the other hand, with a Gaussian
kernel ri is formulated by:

ri ¼
XG

j¼1;j6¼i
e
� di;j

dc

� �2

: (4)

Note that for robustness [36], dc is set as follows.

Vec ¼ sort dij
� �

; dc ¼ Vec PVec �G� ðG� 1Þ=2b cð Þ; (5)

where Vec is a vector obtained by sorting all di,j in ascending
order, PVec is the percentage denoting the average percent-
age of neighbors of all data points. According to [36], PVec is
usually set in the [1%, 2 percent%] interval.

For each xi, di is the minimum distance between xi and
any other data point with higher local density:

di ¼ maxjðdijÞ; 8j; ri � rj;
minj:ri < rjðdi;jÞ; otherwise :

�
(6)

Thus, cluster centers are recognized as the data points
with anomalously large r and d.

Fig. 2 gives a simple example of DPClust. Fig. 2a shows
26 data points embedded in a two-dimensional space. After
computing r and d for all data points, the decision graph
[36] that is the plot of d as a function of r for each data point
can be drawn as in Fig. 2b. Then the DPClust algorithm rec-
ognizes the blue solid and the pink solid points in Fig. 2b as
cluster centers. The three black hollow data points have a
relatively small r and a large d because they are outliers.
Thus, a DPClust algorithm is also able to detect outliers by
computing outlier factor gi for each xi,

gi ¼ ri=di: (7)

Note that (7) indicates that an outlier has an anomalously
small value of g.

In this section, we briefly introduce the principle and
properties of a DPClust algorithm. For more details please
refer to [36]. To be shown next, the proposed DCALF model
will adopt a DPClust algorithm to identify the user/service
neighbors and outliers based on LFs extracted from a sparse
user-service QoS matrix, thereby achieving highly accurate
predictions for missing user-dependent QoS data.

3 A DCALF MODEL

Fig. 3 depicts the flowchart of the proposed DCALF model,
where a DCALF model essentially consists of three steps.
Step 1 is to extract LF matrices P for users and Q for services
from a given R with high sparsity. Step 2 is to identify
neighborhoods of QoS data and detect unreliable QoS data
with a DPClust algorithm. Specially, P is adopted to identify
neighborhoods of users and detect unreliable users, andQ is
adopted to address the same tasks on services, respectively.
Step 3 is to predict the unobserved QoS data in R. Next we
present these three steps in detail.

3.1 Step 1: LF Extraction

In this part, we aim to extract P and Q based on RK. To do
so, we apply SGD to (2). Considering the instant loss on a
single element ru,s, we have:

"u;s ¼ 1

2
ru;s �

Xf
k¼1

pu;kqk;s

 !2

þ �

2

Xf
k¼1

p2u;k þ
Xf
k¼1

q2k;s

 !
:

(8)
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Then LFs involved in (8) are trained by moving them
along the opposite of the stochastic gradient of (8) with
respect to each single LF as follows:

On ru;s; for k ¼ 1 � f :

pu;k  pu;k þ hqk;s ru;s �
Xf
k¼1

pu;kqk;s

 !
� �pu;k;

qk;s  qk;s þ hpu;k ru;s �
Xf
k¼1

pu;kqk;s

 !
� �qk;s:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(9)

By repeating (9) on RK iteratively to achieve a stationary
point, P and Q are extracted from R.

3.2 Step 2: Neighborhood and Outlier Detection

Since P and Q respectively describe user and service charac-
teristics hidden in RK, we can identify neighborhoods of
involved users and services as well as to detect unreliable
QoS data based on them. We adopt the parameter a to
denote the ratio of unreliable QoS data.

3.2.1 User Neighborhoods and Outliers

With extracted P, user u’s local density ru is computed via a
cut-off kernel as follows,

ru ¼
XUj j

u0¼1;u0 6¼u
F du;u0 � dU
� �

; F tð Þ ¼ 1 t< 0
0; otherwise

n
; (10)

where dU is the cutoff constant with respect to users, u0

denotes another user that is different from user u; du;u0
denotes the distance between users u and u0, respectively.
Here we compute du;u0 with the Euclidean euclidean dis-
tance by:

du;u0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXf
k¼1

pu;k � pu0;k
� �2

vuut : (11)

Fig. 3. The example of DPClust: (a) data distribution; (b) decision graph
for data in (a); different colors correspond to different clusters.

FIG. 2. Flowchart of a DCALF model.
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Note that ru also can be computed via a Gaussian kernel
by:

ru ¼
XUj j

u0¼1;u0 6¼u
e
� du;u0

dU

� �2

(12)

According to (5), dU is computed by:

Vec ¼ sort du;u0
� �

; dU ¼ Vec PVec � Uj j � ð Uj j � 1Þ=2b cð Þ:
(13)

Then the minimum distance du of user u between itself
and any other user with higher local density is computed by:

du ¼ maxu0 ðdu;u0 Þ; 8u0; ru � ru0 ;
minu0:ru < ru0 ðdu;u0 Þ; otherwise:

�
(14)

Finally, the outlier factor gu of user u is computed by:

gu ¼ ru=du: (15)

As discussed in Section 2.2, user clusters and outliers can
be detected via computing ru; du, and gu; 8u 2 U . Note that
we let different clusters denote different user neighbor-
hoods, and outliers represent unreliable users. Thus, we can
identify user neighborhoods and unreliable users based on
P by (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (),(15). After that, the original
R can be separated into N small matrices fRU 1; RU 2; . . . ;
RU Ng representing user neighborhoods, or separated into
two matrices fRU r;RU ug, where RU r and RU u respec-
tively denote the reliable and unreliable users. Here the
ratio of unreliable QoS data a is computed by:

a ¼ RU
u

�� ��= RU
r

�� ��þ RU
u

�� ��� �
: (16)

3.2.2 Service Neighborhoods and Outliers

After extracting Q following Section 3.1, for each service s,
its local density rs is computed via a cut-off kernel and a
Gaussian kernel as follows,

rs ¼
XSj j

s0¼1;s0 6¼s
F ds;s0 � dS
� �

; F tð Þ ¼ 1 t< 0
0; others

n
(17)

rs ¼
XSj j

s0¼1;s0 6¼s
e
� ds;s0

dS

� �2

; (18)

where s0 is another service different from s, ds,s0 is the dis-
tance between services s and s0, and dS is the cutoff distance
for services, respectively. With the Euclidean euclidean dis-
tance, dS is given as:

ds;s0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXf
k¼1

qk;s � qk;s0
� �2

vuut ; (19)

Vec ¼ sort ds;s0
� �

; dS ¼ Vec PVec � Sj j � ð Sj j � 1Þ=2b cð Þ:
(20)

So the minimum distance ds between itself and any other
service with higher local density is computed by:

ds ¼ maxs0 ðds;s0 Þ; 8s0; rs � rs0 ;
mins0:rs < rs0 ðds;s0 Þ; otherwise:

�
(21)

Then, the outlier factor gs is computed by:

gs ¼ rs=ds: (22)

Finally, the neighborhoods of services and unreliable
services can be detected based on rs, ds, and gs. More specifi-
cally, R can be separated into N matrices fRS 1; RS 2; . . . ;
RSNg representing service neighborhoods or two matrices
fRS r;RS ug representing reliable and unreliable services.
In a service-oriented perspective, the ratio of unreliable QoS
data a is computed by

a ¼ RS
u

�� ��= RS
r

�� ��þ RS
u

�� ��� �
: (23)

3.3 Step 3: Prediction

Based on Steps 1-2, we can accurately predict the missing
data in R based on obtained fRU 1; RU 2; . . . ; RU Ng; fRU r;
RU ug; fRS 1; RS 2; . . . ; RSNg; and fRS r;RS ug. Note that
each matrix set can be adopted to achieve separate predic-
tion rules. However, which one should be adopted? In this
study, we choose a prediction rule according to the charac-
teristics of the given data.

Fig. 4 depicts the flowchart of determining a prediction
rule for a DCALF model. In the beginning, we process the
input R with steps 1 and 2. Afterward, we determine the
prediction rule based on the decision graphs from both per-
spectives of users and services. In the following, we provide
a small example to illustrate this decision process.

Fig. S2 in the Supplementary File of this paper available
online illustrates the four kinds of decision graph corre-
sponding to four prediction rules. Considering the user per-
spective, if there are two or more cluster centers as shown
in Fig. S2(a) available online, then there are two or more
neighborhoods of users. Thus, we choose prediction rule 1,
i.e., predicting based on neighborhoods of users. If there are

Fig. 4. Flowchart of prediction rule selection in a DCALF model.
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many outliers (red rectangles) as shown in Fig. S2(b) avail-
able online, then there are many unreliable users. Thus, we
choose prediction rule 2, i.e., predicting based on reliable
users. On the other hand, the decision process is similar
when considering from the service perspective. As shown
in Fig. S2(c) available online, if there are two or more cluster
centers (service side), we choose prediction rule 3 to work
based on service neighborhoods. As shown in Fig. S2(d)
available online, if there are many outliers (red rectangles,
service side), we choose prediction rule 4 to work based on
reliable services.

Next, we give the computing formulas for the four pre-
diction rules. Note that we adopt the following general
function to represent the extraction of P and Q from R,

fP;Qg ¼ FLF P; Q Rjð Þ: (24)

Prediction Rule 1. Predicting based on neighborhoods of
users. We adopt the set of fRU 1; RU 2; . . . ; RU Ng to obtain
R̂as follows,

for n ¼ 1 � N : fPU
n ; QU

n g ¼ FLF PU
n ; QU

n RU
n

��� �
; (25Þ

for n ¼ 1 � N : R̂U
n ¼ PU

n Q
U
n ; (26Þ

R̂ ¼ R̂U
1 [ R̂U

2 [ . . . [ R̂U
N: (27Þ

Prediction Rule 2. Predicting based reliable users. We adopt
the set of fRU r;RU ug to obtain R̂in the following form,

fPU
r ; QU

r g ¼ FLF PU
r ; QU

r RU
r

��� �
; (28Þ

R̂U
r ¼ PU

r QU
r ; (29Þ

R̂ ¼ R̂U
r � PQ rowj ; (30Þ

where R̂U r� PQjrow indicates that using R̂U r to replace the
corresponding rows of the matrix product of PQ.

Prediction Rule 3. Predicting based on neighborhoods of
services. We adopt the set of fRS 1; RS 2; . . . ; RSNg to
obtain R̂as follows,

for n ¼ 1 � N : fPS
n ; QS

ng ¼ FLF PS
n ; QS

n RS
n

��� �
; (31Þ

for n ¼ 1 � N : R̂S
n ¼ PS

n Q
S
n; (32Þ

R̂ ¼ R̂S
1 [ R̂S

2 [ . . . [ R̂S
N: (33Þ

Prediction Rule 4. Predicting based reliable services. We
adopt the set of fRS r;RS ug to obtain R̂as follows,

fPS
r ; QS

r g ¼ FLF PS
r ; QS

r RS
r

��� �
; (34Þ

R̂S
r ¼ PS

r Q
S
r ; (35Þ

R̂ ¼ R̂S
r � PQ columnj ; (36Þ

where R̂S r� PQjcolumn indicates that using R̂S r to replace
the corresponding columns of the matrix product of PQ.

3.4 Algorithm Design and Analysis

3.4.1 Algorithms

Note that A DCALF model relies on four algorithms, i.e.,
Algorithm 1 that extracts LF matrices (ELFM), Algorithm 2
that identifies user neighborhoods and unreliable users

(INU-DUU), Algorithm 3 that identifies service neighbor-
hoods and unreliable services (INS-DUS), and Algorithm 4
that generates predictions. Note that Algorithms 1—4
respectively correspond to methods mentioned in Sec-
tions 3.1, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.3. They are designed in Tables
S1—S4 in the Supplementary File of this paper available
online.

Considering Algorithm 1, its computational complexity
is

T ¼ Qð1Þ þNmtr � RKj j � f � 2�Qð1Þ þQð1Þð Þ þQð1Þ
� QðNmtr � RKj j � fÞ;

(37)

where Nmtr is the max-training-round. Then the complexity
of Algorithm 2 is given by

T ¼ jUj � Uj j � 1ð Þ=2�QðfÞ þQðjU j2Þ
þ jU j �Q Uj j � 1ð Þ þ jU j �Q Uj j þ 1ð Þ þ 5Qð1Þ
� QðjU j2 � fÞ:

(38)

For Algorithm 3, its complexity is formulated by

T ¼ jSj � Sj j � 1ð Þ=2�QðfÞ þQðjSj2Þ
þ jSj �Q Sj j � 1ð Þ þ jSj �Q Sj j þ 1ð Þ þ 5Qð1Þ
� QðjSj2 � fÞ:

(39)

Thus, based on (37), (38), (39), Algorithm 4’s computa-
tional complexity is formulated by

T ¼ QðNmtr � RKj j � fÞ þQðjU j2 � fÞ þQðjSj2 � fÞQð1Þ
þQðNmtr � RKj j � fÞ þQð1Þ

� Q jU j2 þ jSj2
� �

� f
� �

þQ Nmtr � RKj j � fð Þ:
(40)

Note that (40) denotes DCALF’s complexity since the
costs of Algorithms 1-3 are included in that of Algorithms 4.

3.4.2 An Illustrative Example

To illustrate how DCALF implements QoS prediction accu-
rately based on Algorithms 1-4, we give an illustrative
example as shown in Fig. 5a. Given the user-service QoS
matrix which is the same as that in Fig. 1, we first adopt
Algorithm 1 to extract LF matrix P based on all the observed
QoS records of the given matrix. Here we set f ¼ 2. Then, we
draw the 2D distribution of the extracted LF matrix P, as
shown in Fig. 5b, where we find that users u, a, and b are
close and user c is far away from them, which means that
the extracted P well represents the characteristics hidden in
the QoS records.

Next, we put P into Algorithm 2 to identify user neigh-
borhoods and unreliable users. The decision graph of P is
shown in Fig. 5c, where we find that users u, a, and b belong
to a cluster and user c is an outlier. Hence, based on Algo-
rithms 1-2, DCALF identifies that user b and target user u
are similar while user c is unreliable.
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Finally, we combine users u, a, and b as a neighborhood
and put them into Algorithm 4 to implement QoS predic-
tion. In this example, DCALF is modeled with respect to
users. If we model it with respect to services, we adopt
Algorithm 3 instead of Algorithm 2, thereby identifying ser-
vice neighborhoods and unreliable services based on Q.

From this example, we see that DCALF can correctly iden-
tify the neighborhood of users u, a, and b and detect unreli-
able user c, which cannot be achieved by prior models
developed on common sets as shown in Fig. 1. The main rea-
son is that DCALF discovers the neighborhoods and the
unreliable ones of QoS data based on the dense LFs extracted
from all observed data in a sparse user-service QoS matrix.
From (40), we see that DCALF has an extra computational
burden caused by its steps 1 and 2 when compared with a
base LF model. According to [38], [39], an LF model can be
parallelized by using an alternating SGD algorithm. Hence,
it is expected that DCALF’s computational efficiency can be
further improved by parallelization with alternating SGD.
Wewill address this issue in the future.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1 Datasets

Two benchmark datasets, which are real-world Web service
QoS data collected by the WS-Dream system and frequently
used in prior studies [3], [5], [14], [15], [16], [26], [27], [28],
[29], [31], are selected to conduct the experiments. The first
dataset (D1) is the Response Time that contains 1,873,838
records and the second one (D2) is the Throughput that con-
tains 1,831,253 records. These records are generated by 339
users on 5,825 services. For both two datasets, different test-
ing cases are designed to validate the involved models’ per-
formance. Table 1 summarizes the properties of all testing
cases, where the column ‘Density’ is computed by
ðjLj=ðjU j � jSjÞÞ � 100% with L consisting of the training
data. A cross-validation strategy is employed to conduct the
experiments more objectively.

4.2 Evaluation Protocol

In QoS prediction, the main task is to predict the unob-
served QoS data based on the observed ones. According to

the predicted QoS data, we can know the users’ unobserved
experiences on services. Hence, this work mainly cares
about the closeness of prediction to the ground truth. To
evaluate the prediction accuracy of DCALF, mean absolute
error (MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE), which
are frequently adopted in QoS prediction [15], [16], [26],
[27], [28], [29], [31], are computed by

MAE ¼ P
ðw;jÞ2G rw;j � r̂w;j

�� ��
abs

� �.
Gj j;

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

ðw;jÞ2G rw;j � r̂w;j
� �2� �.

Gj j
r

:

where G indicates the testing set and j 	 jabs denotes the abso-
lute value of a given number. The lower MAE and RMSE
denote higher prediction accuracy. All experiments are run
on a personal computer (PC) with a 3.7 GHz i7 central proc-
essing unit (CPU) and 64 GB random access memory
(RAM).

4.3 Prediction Rule Selection

This section illustrates how a DCALF model selects its pre-
diction rule according to the characteristics of D1.4 and
D2.4. Firstly, we execute steps 1 and 2 on D1.4 and D2.4 to
achieve their decision graphs for users and services as
shown in Figs. 6, 7. Considering the decision graphs for
users as shown in Figs. 6a and 7a, we observe that there are
two cluster centers on D1.4 and three cluster centers on
D2.4. This phenomenon indicates that the users of 1.4 and
D2.4 could be separated into two and three neighborhoods,
respectively. Hence, we can build a DCALF model with Pre-
diction Rule 1 provided according to the inferences in
Section 3.3.

On the other hand, considering the decision graphs for
services as shown in Figs. 6b and 7b, we observe that there
is only one cluster center on both D1.4 and D2.4. This phe-

Fig. 5. A small example of making QoS predictions by DCALF, (a) illus-
tration, (b) 2D distribution of P, and (c) decision graph of P.

TABLE 1
Properties of All the Designed Test Cases.

Dataset No. Density Training data Testing data

D1

D1.1 5% 93,692 1,780,146
D1.2 10% 187,384 1,686,454
D1.3 15% 281,076 1,592,762
D1.4 20% 374,768 1,499,070

D2

D2.1 5% 91,563 1,739,690
D2.2 10% 183,125 1,648,128
D2.3 15% 274,689 1,556,564
D2.4 20% 366,251 1,465,002

Fig. 6. Decision graph on D.1.4 in (a) users, (b) services.
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nomenon indicates that the involved services do not have
reliable neighborhoods. Moreover, we see that there are
many outlier services (marked by the red rectangles) in
both D1.4 and D2.4, which means that there are many unre-
liable services. Hence, based on the analyses in Section 3.3,
we clearly see that a DCALF model with Prediction Rule 4
is also appropriate to implement QoS prediction on these
two datasets.

Thus, in the following experiments, we focus on validat-
ing the performance of DCALF models based on Prediction
Rules 1 and 4. Hereafter, we name a DCALF model with
Prediction Rule 1 as the DCALF-A, and a DCALF model
with Prediction Rule 4 as the DCALF-B, respectively.

4.4 Hyper-Parameters Sensitivity Tests

4.4.1 In DCALF-A (Prediction Rule 1)

As analyzed in Section 3, two model parameters, i.e., f and
l, have major effects on the performance of a DCALF-A
model. Hence, in this set of experiments, we perform sensi-
tivity tests on it with respect to f and l.

Effects of f. In this set of experiments, for validating the
effects of f, the other parameters are set as h ¼ 0.01 for D1, h
¼ 0.0001 for D2, l ¼ 0.01, and PVec ¼ 2 percent%, uniformly.
The experimental results that f increases from 10 to 320 are
recorded in Figs. S3 and S4 in the Supplementary File of this
paper available online. According to prior research [16],
[17], [37], an LF model’s representation learning ability on a
sparse matrix commonly increases as the LF dimension
increases. In a DCALF-A model we observe similar phe-
nomena, i.e., its RMSE and MAE tend to decrease as f
increases. However, as f increases over 80, its MAE/RMSE
decreasing trend becomes slow, or its MAE/RMSE even
increases on some testing cases as shown in Figs. S3 and S4
available online. Note that f decides the rank of the low-
rank approximation generated by a DCALF model to the
target sparse matrix. From these results, we see that for a
DCALF-A model, as f increases over the actual rank of the
target HiDS matrix, it can suffer from accuracy loss. Mean-
while, as f increases, the time cost of DCALF increases line-
arly as analyzed in Section 3.4. Hence, relatively small f
around 80 should be considered for balancing the time cost
and prediction accuracy in practice.

Effects of l. In this set of experiments, for validating the
effects of l, we set the other parameters as h ¼ 0.01 for D1, h
¼ 0.0001 for D2, f ¼ 20, and PVec ¼ 2%, uniformly. The MAE
and the RMSE of DCALF as l increases are recorded in
Figs. S5 and S6 in the Supplementary File of this paper
available online respectively. Note that we have tested a
larger range of l on D2 than that on D1 because D2’s

numerical scale is much larger than that of D1, which leads
to a magnitude difference in parameter selection. From
Figs. S5 and S6 available online, we clearly see that it is not
necessary to apply a heavy regularization effect to a
DCALF-A model. As illustrated in Section 3, a DCALF
model adopts a DPClust algorithm in Step 2 to detect the
clusters and outliers in the target sparse data, which
requires that LFs extracted in Step 1 precisely represent the
target data. On the other hand, as l increases the generality
of the LF model achieved in Step 1 increases, which actually
means that it somehow deviates from the given data. Once
these two effects are not well balanced, accuracy loss will be
resulted as shown in Figs. S5 and S6 available online.

However, it should be further mentioned that as l ¼ 0, a
DCALF-A model cannot converge on both D1 and D2
(which cannot be depicted in Figs. S5 and S6 available
online since the MAE and RMSE becomes infinity). Thus,
regularization is absolutely necessary in DCALF-A. Based
on these results, we conclude that the light regularization
effect should be applied to a DCALF-A model to ensure its
prediction accuracy for missing QoS data.

4.4.2 In DCALF-B (Prediction Rule 4)

Considering a DCALF-B model, its performance is mainly
affected by three parameters, i.e., a, f, and l. Thus, in the fol-
lowing, we aim to validate their effects.

Impacts of a. In this set of experiments, for validating the
effects of a, the other parameters in DCALF-B are set as l ¼
0.01, h¼ 0.01 for D1, h¼ 0.0001 for D2, f¼ 20, and PVec ¼ 2%,
uniformly. TheMAE and the RMSE of DCALF as a increases
are presented in Figs. S7 and S8 in the Supplementary File of
this paper available online respectively. On D1, the MAE
and RMSE decreases at first and then increases in general as
a increases. The lowestMAE and RMSE are obtainedwhen a

is around 0.3 in MAE and 0.15 in RMSE, as shown in Figs. S7
(a) and S8(a) available online. On D2, DCALF has the lowest
MAE and RMSE when a is around 0.1, as shown in Figs. S7
(b) and S8(b) available online. According to these results, it
appears that more services on D1 are detected as unreliable
ones by DCALF than on D2. Overall, these results indicate
that the prediction accuracy of DCALF can be improved by
adopting reliable services to train.

Impacts of f. The results are shown in Figs. S9 and S10 in
the Supplementary File of this paper available online. Since
these results are very similar to that in Section 4.4.1.1), they
are not described in detail for the sake of soundness. Please
refer to Section 4.4.1.1) to see more details and analyses.

Impacts of l. The results are shown in Figs. S11 and S12
in the Supplementary File of this paper available online.
Similarly, these results are not described in detail for the
sake of soundness because they are very similar to that in
Section 4.4.1.2) Please refer to Section 4.4.1.2) to see more
details and analyses.

4.5 Performance Comparison

In this section, we compare a DCALF model with eight
state-of-the-art QoS predictors in terms of prediction accu-
racy and computational efficiency. Details of compared QoS
predictors are summarized in Table 2. Note that as analyzed
in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, there are two versions for DCALF,
which are also introduced in Table 2.

FIG. 7. Decision graph on D.2.4 in (a) users, (b) services.
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4.5.1 Comparison of Prediction Accuracy

To draw a fair comparison, we adopt the following settings:
a) the LF dimension is set as f ¼ 20 for all QoS predictors
except for AutoRec because it is a DNNs-based model, b)
the other parameters involved in the compared state-of-the-
art QoS predictors are set according to their original papers,
and c) for DCALF, its other parameters are set as a ¼ 0.2
and h ¼ 0.01 on D1, a ¼ 0.1 and h ¼ 0.0001 on D2, l ¼ 0.01
and PVec ¼ 2% on both D1 and D2.

The comparison results are presented in Tables 3 and S5 in
the Supplementary File of this paper available online. To bet-
ter understand them, the win/loss counts of DCALF-A/
DCALF-B versus other QoS predictors are summarized in the
third/second-to-last row of Tables 3 and S5 available online.
From Tables 3 and S5 available online, we find that a)
DCALF-A evidently achieves a lower MAE/RMSE than the
other QoS predictors on D2 while it does not achieve that on
D1, and b) DCALF-B achieves a lower MAE/RMSE than all
the compared QoS predictors on most cases. The reasons for
the above phenomenon can be explained from two aspects as
shown in Figs. 6, 7: a) the neighborhoods of users are not very

clear on D1 but clear on D2, and b) the unreliable services are
very clear on both D1 andD2. Hence, predictingmissing data
of D1 based on neighborhoods of users (with DCALF-A) can
be inappropriate, while predicting missing data of D2 based
on reliable services (DCALF-B) is highly feasible.

Besides, to analyze the significance of the comparison
results, we perform the Friedman test [44], [45], [46] in MAE
and RMSE recorded in Tables 3 and S5 available online
respectively. Note that a Friedman test is very effective in
validating the performance of multiple models on multiple
datasets. The Friedman statistical results are recorded in the
last row of Tables 3 and S5 available online, where the
hypothesis that these comparison QoS predictors have sig-
nificant differences with a significance level of 0.05 is
accepted. From the Friedman statistical results, we observe
that DCALF-B has the lowest Friedman Rank values among
all the QoS predictors, which means that it achieves the
highest prediction accuracy among its peers.

For checking whether or not DCALF-B has significantly
higher prediction accuracy than its peers, we further per-
form the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test between DCALF-B and
each compared QoS predictor one by one in both MAE and
RMSE, which are recorded in Tables 3 and S5 available
online. Note that the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test is a non-
parametric pairwise comparison method [47], [48], [49]. It
has three indicators, i.e., Rþ, R-, and p-value. Large Rþ
denotes high prediction accuracy, large R- denotes low pre-
diction accuracy, and the p-value denotes the significance
level. The statistical results are recorded in Tables 4 and S6
in the Supplementary File of this paper available online,
where the accepted hypotheses under the significance level
¼ 0.1 are highlighted. From Tables 4 and S6 available online,
we have the following findings:

(a) With MAE as the evaluation metric, all the hypothe-
ses are accepted, indicating that DCALF-B achieves
significantly higher prediction accuracy than its
peers do with MAE as the evaluation metric, as
recorded in Table 4. For instance, from Table 3 we
clearly see that DCALF-B achieves around 4.76%-
12.61 percent% lower MAE than AutoRec does on all
the testing cases.

(b) With RMSE as the evaluation metric, three hypothe-
ses are not accepted, i.e., DCALF-B vs. LN-LFM,
DCALF-B vs. NIMF, and DCALF-B vs. GeoMF.
However, from Table S6 available online we clearly
see that DCALF-B also achieves much higher Rþ
rankings than LN-LFM, NIMF, and GeoMF do, indi-
cating that DCALF-B has better prediction accuracy
than them in RMSE. This observation is also sup-
ported by the numerical results summarized in Table
S5 available online.

4.5.2 Comparison of Computational Efficiency

Table S7 in the Supplementary File of this paper available
online summarizes the computational costs of compared
QoS predictors. Note that AutoRec is not included in Table
S7 available online because its computational cost is
extremely high due to the DNNs-based learning strategy
[50]. Meanwhile, the computational cost of DCALF-A and
DCALF-B models is the same according to Section 3.4.

TABLE 2
Descriptions of All the Comparison Models.

Model Description

BLF

The base LF model-based model proposed in 2009
[37], which consists of two situations, i.e., with
and without linear biases. Note that we pick the
best one as the QoS predictor when comparing on
each test case.

RSNMF

The regularized single element dependent non-
negative matrix factorization (MF) model
proposed in 2016 [5], which is designed for the
QoS predictor by incorporating regularization
into a non-negative MF.

LN-LFM

The personalized LF-based QoS predictor
proposed in 2014 [40], which improved the base
LF model by incorporating the latent neighbor
information.

NIMF
The neighborhood-integrated QoS predictor
proposed in 2013 [41], which extends MF by
employing the information of similar users.

NAMF
The network-aware MF-based QoS predictor
proposed in 2016 [16], which is a geography-MF-
based model.

GeoMF

The improved MF-based QoS predictor proposed
in 2017 [15] based on geographical
neighborhoods of QoS data, which is a
geography-MF-based model.

LMF-PP
The location-MF-based QoS predictor proposed
in 2018 [26], which needs additional geographical
information.

AutoRec

The DNNs-based QoS predictor proposed in 2015
[42], which is an autoencoder [43] framework for
CF and consists of I-AutoRec and U-AutoRec.
Note that U-AutoRec is chosen as a rival model
owing to its better performance in QoS
prediction.

DCALF-A
A DCALF model with Prediction Rule 1 given in
Section 3.3.

DCALF-B
A DCALF model with Prediction Rule 4 given in
Section 3.3.
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In Table S7 available online, Nmtr is the max iteration
count, K1 is the number of nearest neighbors for a user, and
K2 is the number of nearest neighbors for a service. Based on
Table S7 available online, we conclude that: a) BLF, RSNMF,
and LN-LFM have the lowest computational complexity
because they are the basic LF-based QoS predictors without
considering the neighborhoods or noises of QoS data, and b)
DCALF’s computational complexity is lower than that of
NIMF, NAMF, GeoMF, and LMF-PP because we commonly
have f
min{ jU j , j S j } in a real system.

Moreover, we have tested the CPU running time of com-
pared QoS predictors. Fig. 8 records the results on D1 and
Fig. S13 in the Supplementary File of this paper available
online records the results on D2, where we find that a) BLF,
RSNMF, and LN-LFM have relatively less CPU running time
than their peers, b) DCALF’s CPU running time is less than
or comparable to that of NIMF, NAMF, GeoMF, and LMF-
PP, and c) AutoRec takes the most CPU running time among
all the QoS predictors. Note that these findings are consistent
withwhat has been concluded fromTable S7 available online.

4.5.3 Summary of Performance Comparison

Based on the experimental results, we summarize that:

(a) DCALFmodel achieves higher prediction accuracy for
missing QoS data than compared state-of-the-art QoS

predictors. In particular, a DCALF-B model achieves
significantly higher prediction accuracy than its peers
including a DCALF-A model. Such results indicate
that the data characteristic-aware prediction rule selec-
tion strategy mentioned in Section 3 plays a vital role
in the prediction accuracy of DCALFmodels. And

(b) A DCALF model’s computational efficiency is com-
petitive with that of its peers.

4.6 Discussions

4.6.1 High Prediction Accuracy of a DCALF Model

A DCALF model consists of three steps, where step 1 and
step 2 extract the information of the neighborhoods and the
outliers of users/services. The extracted information is uti-
lized in step 3 to achieve highly accurate QoS prediction.
Without step 1 and step 2, a DCALF model degrades to a
base LF model (BLF). Therefore, if we compare DCALF
with BLF, we see how the extracted information boosts a
DCALF model’s prediction accuracy. From Tables 3 and S5
available online, we see that a DCALF-A model achieves
much lower MAE/RMSE than a BLF model does, indicating
that DCALF utilizes the information of identified neighbor-
hoods of users to improve an LF model’s QoS prediction
accuracy, where the most significant accuracy gain is
around 6.96 percent%. Besides, when comparing DCALF-B
with BLF, we can conclude that DCALF improves an LF

TABLE 3
Comparison Results in MAE, Including Win/Loss Counts Statistic and Friedman Test, Where � and Respectively Indicate that

DCALF-A and DCALF-B Have A Lower MAE Than Comparison Models.

�A lower Friedman Rank value indicates a higher prediction accuracy.

TABLE 4
Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test in MAE

With Significance Level ¼ 0.1.

Comparison Rþ R- p-value

DCALF-B vs BLF 36 0 0.0039
DCALF-B vs RSNMF 36 0 0.0039
DCALF-B vs LN-LFM 36 0 0.0039
DCALF-B vs. NIMF 28 8 0.0977
DCALF-B vs. NAMF 36 0 0.0039
DCALF-B vs. GeoMF 36 0 0.0039
DCALF-B vs. LMF-PP 31 5 0.0391
DCALF-B vs. AutoRec 36 0 0.0039

Fig. 8. CPU running time of comparison models on D1.
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model’s QoS prediction accuracy by utilizing the informa-
tion of unreliable services, where the most significant accu-
racy gain is around 8.09 percent%. Therefore, steps 1 and 2
are essential for a DCALF model to achieve highly accurate
QoS predictions.

4.6.2 QoS Issues in Web Service

A QoS model aims to evaluate the quality of Web services
with similar functionality [51], [52]. So far, various QoS
models are proposed [51], [52]. They concern various QoS
properties including accessibility, capacity, response time,
throughput, availability, interoperability, robustness, authe-
ntication, confidentiality, cost, and reputation [53]. Among
them, some are user-dependent like response time, through-
put, and availability [54]. Since different users commonly
have different Internet connections and heterogeneous envi-
ronments, the user-dependent QoS data can vary signifi-
cantly from user to user. Hence, a QoS model developed on
the user-dependent QoS data is likely to achieve more accu-
rate selections from a large candidate Web services for a spe-
cific user. Warming-up test and QoS prediction are two
main approaches to acquiring the user-dependent QoS data.
However, Warming-up tests are usually difficult and even
impractical due to the following reasons: a) testing all serv-
ices is time-consuming and expensive, and b) it is impossible
for a user to invoke all services from a large candidate set.
Hence, QoS prediction is a vital issue inWeb services.

In this paper, we aim at implementing QoS prediction
based on historical QoS data by the proposed DCALF
model. The adopted two datasets consist of real-world Web
service QoS data, where the true QoS invocation records
reflect the real Internet connections and heterogeneous envi-
ronments. Hence, the QoS prediction results obtained on the
adopted datasets are representative. In the experiments,
although DCALF is only evaluated on the user-dependent
QoS properties of response time and throughput, it is also
compatible with other user-dependent QoS properties.

5 RELATED WORK

Many QoS properties are user-dependent [53], like response
time and throughput. Considering a specific service-based
application scene like online product-oriented Web services
for videos, user-dependent QoS data are mainly determined
by users’ invoking environment [54]. Hence, it becomes com-
mon [54] that if two users’ historical QoS data are similar,
their invoking environments are probably similar, making
them probable to experience similar QoS in the future. From
this point of view, a CF approach that essentially works by
modeling the similarity among users and services [55], [56],
[57], [58], [59] becomes feasible for QoS prediction [53], [54].
So far, a CF-based QoS predictor has achieved great progress
in providing an efficient solution for many service-based
applications, like a cloud computing-based application [60]
and amultimedia service-based application [61].

Considering existing CF-based QoS predictors, an LF-
based one is highly popular and widely investigated. For
instance, Luo et al. [5] propose a QoS predictor by incorpo-
rating regularization and non-negative constraints into an
LF model. Yu et al. [40] combine an LF model and a latent
neighbor model to achieve highly accurate QoS predictions.

Zheng et al. [41] propose an extended LF model that incor-
porates the information of user similarity into the LF extrac-
tion process. Zhu et al. [28] propose an adaptive LF model
that is able to perform online QoS prediction via data trans-
formation and online learning.

Generally speaking, when users are located in the same
area, they probably possess similar invoking environments
[40]. Hence, a user’s geographical location is considered a
key factor influencing user-dependent QoS data [16], [54],
which is widely adopted as additional input for an LF
model [15], [16], [26], [31], [63]. Kumar and Anouncia [62]
propose to improve the accuracy of QoS-based Web service
selection with the consideration of it. Chen et al. [15] pro-
pose an LF-based QoS predictor with the incorporation of
geographical neighborhoods. Zheng et al. [16] propose a net-
work-aware LF-based QoS predictor that considers the user
network map. Yu et al. [63] propose a hybrid QoS predictor
that combines LF analysis and network location-aware
neighbor selection. Ryu et al. [26] propose to adopt the loca-
tion information of both users and providers in an LF-based
QoS predictor. Feng and Huang [31] propose a neighbor-
hood-aware LF-based QoS predictor by systematically
modeling geographical information, sample set diversity,
and platform context.

However, a DCALF model proposed in this study pos-
sesses its own significance when compared with the above-
mentioned models in the following aspects:

(a) It builds the neighborhoods among users and services
based on their LFmatrices that precisely represent the
known data of a target sparse QoSmatrix, rather than
on this target matrix itself. Thus, all observed infor-
mation in the target sparse matrix is fully utilized to
build highly robust neighborhoods. In comparison,
existing neighborhood-aware LF-based QoS predic-
tors mostly build user and item neighborhoods based
on the raw sparseQoSmatrix directly, which only uti-
lizes a very small part of its observed data as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Such neighborhoods are far less
robust than those built by a DCALFmodel.

(b) It incorporates a DPClust algorithm into the model-
ing process to carefully detect the neighbors and
noises among users/services, thereby enhancing its
prediction accuracy and robustness. In comparison,
existing LF-based QoS predictors do not have such
designs.

(c) With the prediction rules presented in Section 3.3, it
achieves significant accuracy gain over state-of-the-
art QoS predictors [5], [15], [16], [26], [37], [40], [41],
[42] as reported in Section 4.5. Note that such accu-
racy gain is achieved purely based on QoS data only,
while a DCALF is also compatible with additional
information like the widely-adopted geography
information [15], [16], [26]. From this point of view, a
DCALF model provides researchers and engineers
with a novel and efficient approach to utilizing
neighborhood information when addressing the
problem of QoS prediction.

On the other hand, the above mentioned QoS predictors
including the proposed DCALF model are all defined on
static QoS data. In a dynamic environment, however, QoS
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data experienced by the same user on the same service fur-
ther becomes time-dependent, i.e., they vary over time [54].
According to a recent survey regarding user-dependent
QoS predictors by Syu et al. [69], how to correctly model
temporal dynamics when addressing dynamic QoS data
becomes an emerging issue. Zhang et al. propose a non-neg-
ative tensor factorization-based QoS predictor for such pur-
poses [64]. Other representative models of this kind include
a spatial-temporal-based one [65], a dynamic CF-based one
[66], a sparsity-tolerant-based one [67], and a privacy-pre-
serving-based one [68]. Thus, we are encountering a highly
interesting problem: how to make a DCALF model precisely
grasp temporal dynamics hidden in dynamic QoS data? We
plan to answer it in the future.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a data-characteristic-aware latent-factor
(DCALF) model for generating highly accurate QoS predic-
tions. Based on the presented methodology, experimental
results and analyses, we have the conclusions that a) a
DCALF model can precisely detect the neighborhoods and
noises among users/services based on observed QoS data
only, b) a DCALF model is data-characteristic-aware owing
to its flexibility in selecting appropriate prediction rules
according to the characteristics of observed QoS data, and c)
a DCALF model achieves significant accuracy gains when
comparingwith state-of-the-art QoS predictors.

The proposed DCALF model adopts the standard SGD
algorithm to acquire LFs from the sparse user-service QoS
matrix, where its computational efficiency can be further
improved via a parallel SGD algorithm [38], [39]. Mean-
while, a temporal dynamics-incorporated extension of
DCALF is further desired. We will address these issues in
the future.
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